
Transportation Equity and Engagement
Joint Meeting of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committees | March 16, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome by by Laura Dierenfield, BAC & PAC Staff Liaison- Thank members for their work on the joint Equity & Mobility Justice Subcommittee



Austin’s Mobility History ATD Equity Action Plan ASMP Policy Framework

Topics We’ll Cover
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laura – Briefly introduce speakers & topics that we'll cover in the presentationKellee Coleman  – Austin’s Mobility History (separate slide deck from previously released presentation) + offer background on the COA Equity Office and how it supports ATD and many other Department’s Equity Action Plan implementation. Jason Jon Michael: Highlight the early efforts of ATD and the progress to date on the ATD Equity Action PlanLiane Conte: Sharing the way the ATD Equity Action Plan items were incorporated into the development of the ASMP and further actions identified within the ASMP’s Supporting Our Community Chapter.



ATD’s FY19 Equity Action Plan
Action Items
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Action Item Description Status

Equity SPOC Establish an Equity Single Point of Contact Complete

ASMP Edits Establish Public Interaction and Equity policies through the Austin Strategic Mobility Plan 
(ASMP) to guide transportation activities and decision-making

Complete

Engagement 
Plan

Establish a Public Engagement and Equity Plan and Program to create and maintain high-
quality, consistent relationships between Austin community members and the Austin 
Transportation Department to improve community-informed transportation decisions. 
Create outreach standards to proactively engage with all parts of the community. Create 
program objectives to measure success of the program, including measuring the 
accessibility of information (e.g., languages and for the blind and visually impaired), the 
diversity of events and event locations, and the activities to reach historically 
underrepresented populations.

In Progress

ASMP Edits 2 Establish objectives in the Austin Strategic Mobility Plan (ASMP) to increase accessibility of 
information. For example, establish an objective that all departmental and project 
material will be available in English and Spanish by 2023.

Complete

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jason Jon MichaelATD Equity Action Plan History/Process- Austin Transportation was part of the first cohort of City departments that went through a process facilitated by the City of Austin Equity Office to develop a departmental Equity Action Plan-In Spring 2018 a SWOT analysis was conducted for the first cohort of departments-In response to the SWOT analysis, action items were solicited from ATD divisions-The Systems Development Division (team working on the ASMP) submitted several items that ultimately made it into the Council-adopted ASMP-Subsequent cohorts of departments went through a more robust process to identify action items. We would anticipate doing so with an update to ATD's Equity Assessment and Action Plan



Institutional 
Change

• ATD has dedicated resources to achieve our Equity goals
• Designated an Executive sponsor

• Hiring an Equity Lead for the Department
• Formation of ATD Equity Group and dedicated staff time
• Trainings led by Equity Office and in the process of hiring 

Joyce James to lead in depth trainings on systemic and 
institutional racism.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kellee Coleman: Offer background on the COA Equity Office and how it supports ATD and many other Department’s Equity Action Plan implementation. Jason JonMichael: Talk about ATD's relationship with Equity Office & history of the initial 2018-2019 assessment and how that work has developed over the last few years.- ATD was in first cohort of departments doing equity assessments- have grown from 1 SPOC to a Executive Sponsor role + ATD EAT + - ATD is working with other Departments for citywide training (e.g. working with HRD)Kellee & Jason : offer a few wins & focus on continuous improvement over time



ATD Equity 
Progress

• Formation of ATD Equity group in an equitable manner
• In process:

• Governance
• Trainings & Framework
• Subcommittees



ASMP Equity & Engagement
Policy Framework
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liane Conte: Sharing the way the ATD Equity Action Plan items were incorporated into the development of the ASMP and further actions identified within the ASMP’s Equity Chapter.



ASMP Equity & Engagement
Types of Transportation Equity
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Geographic Equity Modal Equity

Funding and treatment of 
different areas of the city is equitable 

based on needs

Funding and treatment of 
different modes of transportation is 
equitable based on community goals 

and needs

Travel Choice Equity Social Equity

Users are provided 
meaningful choices that enable 

access to destinations and 
opportunities

Acknowledging and acting to 
right historical wrongs and inequities

caused by transportation-related 
decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liane Conte: Sharing the way the ATD Equity Action Plan items were incorporated into the development of the ASMP and further actions identified within the ASMP’s Equity Chapter. As a transportation industry, we have historically used tools to focus on geographic, modal, and travel choice equity. While these approaches to equity are critical to achieving our mobility goals, the Equity section of the ASMP is primarily focused on how we can better integrate and prioritize the fourth equity approach, social equity, into our transportation decision-making.Types are not mutually exclusive, and strategies to address one type can overlap with and either help or hurt the other types. The City recognizes that race is the primary determinant of social equity and, therefore, racial equity is the starting point for the journey towards social equity.



Indicators

ASMP Equity & Engagement
Indicators & Action Items
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liane Conte: Sharing the way the ATD Equity Action Plan items were incorporated into the development of the ASMP and further actions identified within the ASMP’s Equity Chapter.Work in Progress: Equity Analysis Zones; Equity Assessment Tool in transportation Projects (being developed as part of Prop A); Take advantage of citywide Equity training for staff as well as training specific to ATD (JJM)



Indicators

ASMP Equity & Engagement
Indicators & Action Items
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liane Conte: Sharing the way the ATD Equity Action Plan items were incorporated into the development of the ASMP and further actions identified within the ASMP’s Equity Chapter.ASMP Top 10 Strategies included “Build and expand community relationships with plan implementation”Work in progress: Measuring representation in community engagement processes (reporting for SD23) -- working to increase collection of demographic information during engagement processes & encouraging Capital Metro to do the same; Internal ATD collaboration team formed (CORGIs) – developed standard demographic questions, working on Spanish vocab list; Community Ambassadors as part of the UTPSWB plan updates – hope to learn from experience and continue past the planning process



Active Mobility and Safety Infrastructure
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DEVELOPING EQUITY FRAMEWORKS FOR PRIORITIZATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laura: highlighting some examples from different programsVision Zero Program – Equity FrameworkSW, UT, Bikeways plan – equity frameworks



Ford City:One Challenge:
• Launched in June of 2019
• Focused on Racial Equity and increasing 

access to healthly living in Austin's 
Eastern Cresent

• Good Apple and Tappy Guide were 
chosen winners in January 2020

• Stay Home, Stay Healthy program created 
with Good Apple in March of 2020.

• Delivered over 800,000 pounds of food to 
more than 3,500 families.

• Focused on communities at the highest 
risk of adverse outcomes related to 
COVID-19.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hannah BarronIn Austin, 34% of residents identify as Latinx and 7% of residents identify as Black. However, Latinx patients represented 58% of those hospitalized with complications due to COVID-19 Similarly Black patients accounted for 10% of those hospitalized with complications due to COVID-19 Of the program recipients choosing to provide race-ethnicity data at enrollment:55% identified as Latinx, 21% identified as Black The program’s proactive and community-driven approach reached high-risk groups.



Artbox Program

Placemaking is 
an integrated, urban design 
approach to the planning, 
design and management of 
public spaces.

Placekeeping is defined as 
safeguarding 
and strengthening the 
qualities that define 
the culture of a community.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hannah BarronThrough a partnership with Up Art Studio ATD has installed 10 art boxes – one in each district. This was a community driven process This program will focus on placemaking and placekeeping in Austin historically neglected communities and will seek to work with communities at high risk of gentrification to preserve the qualities that define the culture a neighborhood. We are currently revamping the program and building in equitable safe guard to ensure equitable outcomes.  



• Bcycle for All

• Equitable use of City pass bank

• Interlocal Agreement (ILA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BCycle for All = Provides $5 introductory annual pass – for non student resident who make less than 25k a year.  The City has access to a MetroBike pass bank that they can use for outreach/education.ILA: Is a mutually beneficial partnership between COA and CapMetro to manage the expansion of MetroBike system:The goal is to-manage and integrate bikeshare to the public transit system Capmetro – emphasis  on connection to transitBSA – emphasis on long term financial sustainability ATD – pushing Equity  and has access to the ROW



National Science Foundation
Civic Innovation Challenge

• UT Austin and the City were selected as 
stage one awardees of the Civic 
Innovation Challenge.

• The competition supports ready-to-
implement pilot projects that have the 
potential to address community-identified 
challenges.

• In collaboration with the community this 
team will co-create a community mobility 
hub in the Georgian Acres area.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Challenge seeks to produce scalable, sustainable and transferable solutions.  Two tracks within the grant, we applied for the mobility track related to the spatial mismatch between housing and jobs. In addition to offering mobility services we are particularly interested in stacking services requested by the community.Gathering information already available to not over tax the neighborhood, providing compensation for feedback, and meeting people were they are. Public process will close on 4/9 - relying on community partners 



QUESTIONS & 
DISCUSSION
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